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The Transformation of Mrs. Peters: 

An Analysis of “A Jury of Her Peers”

In Susan Glaspell’s 1917 short story “A Jury of Her Peers,” 

two women accompany their husbands and a county attorney to 

an isolated house where a farmer named John Wright has been 

choked to death in his bed with a rope. The chief suspect is 

Wright’s wife, Minnie, who is in jail awaiting trial. The sheriff’s 

wife, Mrs. Peters, has come along to gather some personal items 

for Minnie, and Mrs. Hale has joined her. Early in the story, Mrs. 

Hale sympathizes with Minnie and objects to the way the male 

investigators are “snoopin’ round and criticizin’ ” her kitchen 

(249). In contrast, Mrs. Peters shows respect for the law, saying 

that the men are doing “no more than their duty” (249). By the 

end of the story, however, Mrs. Peters has joined Mrs. Hale in a 

conspiracy of silence, lied to the men, and committed a crime—

hiding key evidence. What causes this dramatic change?

The first evidence that Mrs. Peters reaches understanding  

on her own surfaces in the following passage:

The sheriff’s wife had looked from the stove to the sink—to the 

pail of water which had been carried in from outside. . . . 

That look of seeing into things, of seeing through a  

thing to something else, was in the eyes of the sheriff’s  

wife now. (251-52)

Source: Hacker/Sommers (Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2016, 2014).
This sample follows the style guidelines in the MLA Handbook, 8th ed. (2016).
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A long quotation is 
set off by indenting; 
no quotation marks 
are needed; ellipsis 
dots indicate a 
sentence omitted 
from the source.
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